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Luzca y suene lo mejor 
 posible en videoconferencias y presentaciones

La transmisión de video para negocios y placer se ha convertido en una parte habitual de

la vida. Pero nunca te verás ni sonarás lo mejor posible con la cámara web y el micrófono

de tu computadora promedio. La base de presentación web Roland UVC-02 lo ayuda a

cerrar la brecha, brindando una forma simple y económica de mejorar sus presentaciones

de video con equipos de audio/visual de mayor calidad y más control.

Presente con confianza

The UVC-02 is a compact broadcast control center that fits comfortably on your desktop.

It allows you to connect a high-quality HDMI camera, pro microphone, and other audio

sources and send them directly to meeting and streaming platforms on your computer via

a single USB cable. And with an array of hands-on knobs and switches at your fingertips,

you can easily control the action without ever touching your mouse or computer

keyboard.

ROALAND UVC-02

https://proav.roland.com/global/products/uvc-02/
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Convenient and affordable desktop docking station to upgrade your business

streaming with pro-level audio and video

Inputs for a DSLR or other high-quality camera, an XLR microphone, and stereo

audio sources

HDMI video input supports embedded sound and features automatic scaling for

different video resolutions

Studio-grade sound with Roland’s acclaimed digital audio technology

Plug and play operation—automatically appears as a webcam and audio source in

your favorite streaming software

Enhance your streams with professional audio processing, sound effects, and the

unique Voice Change effect

Hands-on control of volume levels plus audio and video muting

Assignable buttons for customizable control, configurable with free UVC-02

software for macOS and Windows
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Plug In and Play

Once connected to your computer via USB, the UVC-02 is instantly recognized as a

webcam and audio source, with no drivers or set up required. That means it’s ready to go

with popular web meeting software such as Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Webex by Cisco, or

any application that uses a webcam as an A/V source for streaming or recording.

The Ultimate Webcam Upgrade

Connect just about any HDMI-compatible camera and instantly elevate the image quality

over your built-in or USB webcam. Many standalone cameras offer HDMI output, from

action and point-and-shoot cameras to higher-grade mirrorless and DSLR models. They

have much better lenses than any webcam and often include zoom capability to frame

your perfect shot.
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Superior Image Quality

Improve color, sharpness, and focus to get a cinematic look.
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Fast, No-Fuss Setup

Shows up like a webcam—no special software required.
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Now You See Me,
Now You Don’t

Need a break? Turn off your camera feed with the push of a button.

Get Ready to Sound Great

There’s nothing worse than bad audio quality in an online meeting. The UVC-02 ensures

your sound starts off strong and stays that way. With a tiny studio-grade mixer and four

inputs backed by Roland’s pro audio technology, you have a whole new range of sonic

superpowers at your command.
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Works with
 Professional Mics

Pro broadcast and recording studios choose a specific microphone to get the best out of a

performer’s voice. Now, you can choose the mic type that’s right for you and connect it via

the XLR input on the UVC-02. Phantom power is also available, allowing you to use a

studio-grade condenser mic for the very best sound quality.
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Sound Monitoring
 Made Simple

The UVC-02 has a dedicated headphones jack, as well as a stereo monitor output for

connecting to external speakers or a recorder. And both have dedicated panel knobs that

allow you to reach out and control the listening level with a quick twist. The headphones

jack also supports the inline mic on a standard set of earbuds, and there’s a dedicated

level knob for this as well.
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Bring Your Music
to the Meeting

Hate that awkward silence while waiting for everyone to join the meeting? Then connect

your phone or other media player to the Aux In and play some background music while

everyone gets online.

One-Touch Audio Mute

Don’t scramble for the un-mute switch in your software as everyone chants, “You’re on

mute.” Just press the large Talk button to instantly turn your audio on or off. And with the

button’s bright backlight, you’ll always know when your sound is live.
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Love the Sound of Your Voice

Just like a broadcast studio, the UVC-02 includes a pro-quality equalizer and audio effects

to make your voice sound great. Convenient templates are included to get you started,

complete with easy controls to tweak the sound until it’s just right.
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Sound Proofing
 as Standard

With advanced echo cancellation and noise suppression on board, the focus is always on

you—and not distracting background sounds like domestic bustle and traffic.
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Who Said Meetings
Are Boring?

Bring the fun by transforming your voice to male/female, a robot, or even a ghost using

the onboard Voice Change effect. You can also trigger applause, chimes, buzzers, or your

own custom sound samples for fresh reactions to ideas shared in your meetings.

Customizable Control

Streamline your sessions even further with dedicated UVC-02 software for macOS and

Windows. Choose two functions that you use most often—such as PowerPoint slide

advance* or a sound effect trigger—and assign them to the A1 and A2 buttons for one-

touch operation.

*PowerPoint slide control is only available for Windows.
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Accessories

CGM-30 Gooseneck Microphone

The optional CGM-30 is the perfect partner for the UVC-02, providing a high-quality

desktop solution that eliminates the need for an external mic and stand. The length is just

right to capture your voice and makes for a super-clean desk setup.

https://proav.roland.com/global/products/cgm-30/
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